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ABSTRACT

I

The economy's resources are allocated through a wide variety of

institutional mechanisms. The decentralized profit-oriented' private

market and the government are the two institutions on which the bulk of

economists' attention has focused. More recently, the importance of the

household as a locus of economic activity has received growing attention.

This paper directs attention to yet another economic sector or institutional

mechanism: the private (or voluntary) nonprofit sector. Little is known

about its size or importance, its role in a pluralistic system of institu-

tions, or its behavior. Economists have only recently begun to pay atten-

tion to the role and behavior of the nonprofit organizations that the

u.S. Congress has addressed itself to for a number of years.

Pointing up the great heterogeneity of organizations that are termed

nonprofit, either in common usage or by the IRS, this paper focuses on

the degree to which an organization's activities bestow JOO.:rg,inal social

benefits that are not captured by the organization. This "collectiveness"

variable is continuous, permitting us to give a mark to each "nonprofit"

organization--ranging from zero for a pure private-good provider to 100

percent for a pure collective-good provider. Thus, the paper shows that:

(1) all nongovernmental organizations can be ~hought of as combinations

of private and collective-good providers; (2) the typical private sector

firm is a polar case, being a pure private-good producer; (3) some

firms provide goods with a significant collective-good component, per-

forming a role more traditionally identified with government.



By focusing attention on the degree of collectiveness, we have set

forth a dimension in which firms providing otherwise heterogeneous outputs

are comparable. Indeed, in these terms our traditional theory of the

private market sector is a special case: whereas the firms in that

sector produce goods and services of enormous diversity, the firms are

homogeneous in their "degree of collectiveness"--zero.
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I. INTR0nUCTION

c, There are a wide variety of institutional mechanisms through which

the economy's resources are allocated. The decentrali7.ed profit-oriented

private market and the government are the two institutions on which the

bulk of economists' attention has been focused. MOre recently, the

importance of the household as a locus of economic activity has received

growing attention. This paper directs attention to yet another economic

sector or institutional mechanism: the private (or voluntary) nonprofit

sector. Little is known about its size or importance, its role in a

1pluralistic system of institutions, or its behavior.
~.

Private market, government, household, private nonprofit--none of

these are homogeneous institutions, utilizing a single well-defined

instrument; they use a versatile, adaptable class of instruments and

arrangements interacting with each other and with the ethical-cultural

S;TsteT"! nf the society. C:overnTTlent, for eXaI1lple, is not a single in.sti-

tution but a complex of legislative, administrative, regulatory, and

judicial institutions that sometimes work cooperatively and sometimes at

cross purposes; they may correct some private market failures yet exacer-

bate others, and even interfere with efficient allocational decisions

in the private market (Niskanen 1971; Buchanan and Tullock 1962; Downs

1957). Government includes agencies that are ostensibly designed to

handle cases of individual citizens, as well as agencies that are designed

to correct the failures ,of other agencies--the ombudsman.
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The private market is, similarly, a conglomerate. It has firms

producing standardized products under competitive conditions, and dif

ferentiated goods under not-so-competitive conditions; firms dealing

with strongly organized or weakly organized factor suppliers; firms

producing goods for which the typical consumer is a well-informed buyer;

and others producing goods (such as much of medical care and legal repre

sentation) for which the typical consumer is poorly informed--often even

after the purchase--and needs to rely on such private institutional

mechanisms as professional ethics codes as guarantors of quality. In

short, (1) every economic sector utilizes a versatile, adaptable class

of instruments that vary, however, among sectors; and (2) each of the

ins truments--hence , each of the fnstitutional sectors--has its strengths

and limitations as means for achieving policy objectives.

The private nonprofit sector is a conglomerate, as well, exhibiting

a variety of institutional forms not all behaving in the same manner (a

hypothesis to be examined below), and infirmities, while perhaps filling

a niche in a pluralistic, multi-institutional system. This paper attempts

to sharpen understanding and definitions of the private nonprofit sector

as a step precedent to developing better and more general positive models,

and to determining whether nonprofit firms--in any specific forms--merit

encouragement, discouragement, or neither.

There are, thus, both the positive and normative bases for our focus

on the nonprofit sector (the term private will be dropped hencef.orth).

Whether our interest,is in predicting or evaluating behavior of the firms

in the sector, or developing public policy toward them, we need to model
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their responsiveness to various stimuli such as the tax, subsidy and other

regulatory instruments of government, and the competition of the ·private
\ .

for-profit and household ·s~lctors. This paper is primarily positive~ not

normative in orientation. It is not an attempt to judge the usefulness,

in either efficiency or equity terms, of the nonprofit form of institutional

organization. Rather, it is an attempt to understand better the essential

characteristics of a nonprofit organization's structure as one step

toward constructing models of behavior.

~fuat is the nonprofit sector and what is a nonprofit firm? To

begin with, the perspective of this paper should be made clear: My

concern is with nonprofit organizations as potential mechanisms for cor-

recting some of the efficiency failures of other forms of institutions.
-,

If we recognize the souJ~es of private market fail~res and, simultane-

ously, the factors that· limit governmental institutions' abilities to

correct them--in short, if we realize that there are also systematic

governmental failures (Weisbrod, forthcoming a)--the possibility that some

other institutional arrangement may he capable of correcting some of the

residual failures can be explored. There is no necessary presumption

that organizations called private rtonprofit have any such capability;

our first task is to define this institutional form, and the second task

is to understand (model) its behavior in order to judge (normatively)

the likelihood that, when juxtaposed with the behavior of the for-profit,

governmental, and household sectors, it will contribute to allocative

efficiency and distributional equity goals of society •

In an earlier paper, I posited a potential role.for a nonprofit

sector in the context of collective-good problems (Weisbrodl975):
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given the aii6c'a'tive-eff'ic:lency failures of the private for-'-ptofit sector

resulting from the difficulty and, at least as important, the inefficiency

of exclusion when the marginal cost of supplying otitputto ah incremental

consumer is approximately zeto, and given the problems that governments

have in correcting those failures, some other institutional mechanism

may playa useful corrective role. Whether the private nonprofit mechanism

is such a corrective is a fuatter to be determined. What is implied,

however, is that we define a subset of all nonprofit organizations (firms)

that might be termedc(Uiective~goodnonProfits, for this paper is directed

to a clearer understahdifig of an institutional form. that is a kind of

hybrid: it is it ptivate organizatioh but provides collective goods,

generally identified with governments. Systematic thinking by economists

about private honprbfit institutional mechaniSms is in its infancy; this

paper is intended to help the infant crawl a bit forWard.

2. HETEROGENEITY or NONPROFIT FIRMS AND THE PRO~LEM OF MODELING

There is an enormous variety of firms that are nonprofit--at least

in the legal, tax sense. Were there any doubt about the fact of hetero

geneity it should be dispelled by Table 1, which lists hundreds of

purposes, activities, operations or types of nonprofit, and tax-exempt

organizations. There are correspondingly great differences among firms

in the private for-profit sector. Economists have found, however, that

despite the vast differences between a private steel producer and a

shoe producer, a retailer and a manufacturer, a vertically integrated



Tabl.e J.

Nonprofit and tax-exempt Org&lizatiofiD

Activity Code Numbers ot l:.xempt urgani7.atlons {select up Lo three codes which best aet;t:rlllc or mOSt accurateIY'lden
tify your purposes, activities, operations or type (If organization and enler In Part I, line 6, page 1 of the 3pplil;aUon)

.---------_._----_...- ..----_._-------_.._-_.-....._---_.---------_..-

Spo:l., ftlhloli:, fler.maliun.I ~od !i!lei.,1
Jl(.tivilip.!.
211n G"nnl,v clllh
211 I Ilnhl,v dub
211? Uinn .. r club
283 Vari"ly duh
2114 Dog I:1l1b
ZB5 Women's club

Garden cluh (u!oe .15G)
iilr, lIunlinn 01' Ibhini! club
Zll1 Swill1,niup. or tenl1is club
21!~ DI"er spo,ls clllh

Doy,; Giub, Lil.Uo l ..ag"e, o:c,
(u'o J21)

2~r. COll1l11unily cClller
291 GOllllllunily recrcalional l~r.ililie.s

(palk, pl.Yi.!roun~_ olc.)
298 '[Inloing in sports
299 1mvel lours
300 Amaleur athlelic osso~latlon

Sclrool Or co!!el:O ollrlelic Dssoeh·
lioil (u~o 01C)

MUluol llig.uizalions
ZbO .M111ual ditt:h, irri[;iltilln, trl"phonp.,

clcclrir, r.OIJlI),~flY or like uq;ail;;al!/Jn
2"1 C,edil Union
?52 Rose,vo fund" or insurance for

(l~JP".:::.lir. hui'dinl~ :Jnd loan e~3C'r.t3
tiun. uop~ralivo h~II:<, or lllutlH11
saViill~$ bank

253 Mul.ual inslilance company
2~4 COl pOI'ation org;:.n;7cd under lHl f;d

of Cong,e," (see al." 904)
FCitlliCl:i' (oupc'lalive marllf!tif'g or
pu:cirO;'l1i: (USO 2:14)
Cooper:itivo Il('lspilal SarI/if:; orlr,~lIi.
lal ion (uso 1!i7)

2~ir) (HIiN lIlulllal olr.an~z3ti0I1

Employee or Mombo"h:l> [loneiil
OrganinltiOl1s
2Gr) Fnllp.rnal hp.lleFdolY soct/:I.y, (\Id(!1 r

or 3';$odntiol1
261 l'llprlJVCmUlIt (If conditilJn~ nf wOlkr.TS
2ti2 1\<;:;Ocillliorl 01 lilunicip31 ,en111loycr:i
2r,3 IIs",,,.i.tiol1 01 enploye"s
2fi.-1 f.r:1plryr.u or mCIIlIIl:r wclfiHf'!

tJ::::sociation
2G5 Si<:k, accident, 1:~iI!h, or ::imil?1

hencfils
266 Slrikn henolils
?G7 lJlI('II'p!r}ymt"nt hnllrdi1r.
2GB POll:don or ,cLif('IUl'Ilt hl~ld'fil:;

2.rl~) V;)t:\llinn IWllclit~

'J l'.l {)lln', "/:lvi!:I'5 n1' hr.Jl~;q! In
11I"'l:h"1 '. or IHlIlIl(\yel!~;

Corle
l;~ O\h'l, hcallh ,cr,Ioc,

5cle"tilic Re~e"r"11 Aclivitics
180 Gontmd or !opon,orell !cionlifie roo

so",ch for inclu,lry
181 Sr.ir.ntilic resca,,;h lor r,overnonen!

Sc:nntific r~f;nillch (dj~C;lSr.S) (use
16 I)

1!1~ Otlll'r r.cicntifit: rrS(Hll'ch nctivitifls

Bt'STl1C~S and rro'fc5s;onfll Organlz!Hon,
2(;1) Businoss p:olil0lion (chamber of

Cl)mm~rc~, btJ5iflf!s~ hmCllfl, ('f,G.)
201 Real·nslalr. asse"al;on
202 Board of trado
203 Regulating busine'S
204 Boller Business Bercau
205 Professional' associatinn
206 Profp'!".$ionaJ association Bl,;xilinr\,
2lJ7 Induslry lIado shows
2U8 Convcnticn displaY5

.0 le:;linf( produols lor p,'lllic sa!<'ly
(lise [105)

209 H,-,oarch, dcvelopment and 1."lin[:
211) Proressional athlelic leaClle

Allracting uew induslly (llsn 40.1)
rublishinr, al.tiyitics (IIS0 120)
Insuranco or Olher bonefils (or
11lfHn:)NS (SF.O Employeo or Meil,bl}r,
ship Be"elil O'lia"ilalinns)

211 Undo:writinr. ,!>unicipal instllance
212 Assign!:d risk il1su,'anco activities
21J 10urist hUIeau
22!1 nu:~,. blJsii1r~.s. or pfOrc'isin~a' troup

Var",;u!: and Rolal.d ~clivili.s

350

Cod,
509 Other I"gisl.tivo .nl! 1,"flHr.1

acti\'HiBs

AcHdlios I';'·r.cl"" 10 Olher O..g."I .. IIOI1'
600 C(Hlll'~\lnity Cllr~t. \fn:t:!r! r;;VflrS

hInd, ct\..
GOI 13au5t'n club
(jl)Z Gift::, Pol ants, Or 10,111S to oll1rt

oil:!anil3tion5
()0.1 f'Joli·lill:Jhr.ial -.;c:I,.. i' "', or ra.,iliH.s fo

oih'"! rll ~~Cl"1i7 ill in"~

-----""'..._......------

Dlh", Ar.tiviIIC~ Dlrcc.lf I l(l l"et:vifIJi\'~

~'l(ifl SI'I'r'Vi!"' 1I1''''''l' eHI:r; tll ',' t\'iru
tn U:I' p. M

~;fi 1 {;il:'~ ~i1 ':l~iil, \( :"1;'\';.,'11, ~l,,:l;er

11t;l,1 S( 1l(1I J1 'I,il")
Stlll/lalr,hips jo" r.1·11,,I·I;n of ~;nl·ftly.

ce. ("" IH'I\
Sc!;ol\lI',hip!i tIlUI'V) (\1:;(' Pllij
Slll~r'll IQJ!l't (usc 04])

5G2 Olll('r loans to itl.li\,jrhl~l;,

563 M'Hrii1':c c:oUn!,(!llnl~
51}4 Faillily plnnnil:g
!if!; Clc:lil r.('ljn!,·!ii:r.: ?:1I1 a,."i:'!~l1rr

5bG Job trainir: y• t,fll'r~<"lir.r., I,r
a$f,:~:ance

5G7 Dlilfl cnUI:',i!lrnl!
5GB V~c:Jtiori)' r.OI:I'·,r.ljn'-~
!llJq Hrlf!/ivl ':('p,..i'.,1 (!"\.JCI;'I~ 3, 'I" :~.'.:
:"7:? HI It.lhllii:,lilll: C:[,ll':if:f'~ 01 ('\ ':flt"Jir;5
h7..J Hf1!l,lb:iiiillj·l!!. ;:rkrh'~li(;"', l"l'~

:l~hl,(,f 5, l;flllllllJ!::.IVl' p'l1'l,ldp "~I ('\1'.

~i7,1 DilY r:lIc r.t'II;,'r
~li!i St,jv;':cs fiJI t"(" fI[;I':1 (~!3t:" I;~O 153

olldJHl.l
lr;ri'JiI'f! of or "iill 1,\ l'1f'. It''I'\PCflJlJ,:fd
(~tll' 0 iJ ilud 11·1'~

lId,nr~cy

"'HoIIIPt 10 i~nlJcncft pllhlic opinion
concerning:

510 Firearms confrol
511 Soleclivo Sr.rviee Syslcm
512 Nn\ional delanso pel icy
513 Wrnpons syslems
514 Govern01cnl ,pending
515 Taxo.; or lax oX'-01plion
516 Sopuralion "f chulch and stale
517 CnV''':I~mcl1t aiel to paloc!li"l q:l!'.l(tl~
518 U.S. [Oloign "nlicy
51~ U.S, rnililalY involvement
520 Pao:ilbm and peaeA
5?1 Econo:nie·polilrcal syslem or tI.5.
522 "nti·r.omnlllni~ln
523 Rir.ht 10 werk
524 Zoniof, nr ,e7.0n;nl:
5~!j L{Jr.ai;~'n of !::l!11'Ii,lY or 1r<l'~~fI(l'13Ii:ln

sysll.1l1 .
52G HiJ;hls flf criJT~~1I3f l!dc1ldnl1l:.
527 Gflrltal punishment
528 5hirtcr law enforcomonl
~9 Eco.lol'.Y or cOllscrva.!;'r·n
530 Prl1tm;(ion of r;(UI5'~1'!1r.1 ii.ln't!r.:~
531 Modical earn wsl"",
532 Wollare sy,lrm
533 tI, han ,rr'~\lal
534 Blr~,jtll' ~ltJltt'l\l,; In ~(!:'~\''! r;il'ial

hal;l111.p'
5:15 Hacial ielefT,lli",..
536 lise of illlo,ir.ol;nP. brv"'~I:"
!i 17 U50C or I(liaJ,!S Or I!~'l.d"~'i
!,'18 Use 01 'ohace,.
!)l:l Plohibilion of cnlt:ra
~i40 Snx P,c1\Ir,;llioil in p':hii(: Sf '.nul!>
!:i11 f'Ppu l ,lllf1n conti !II
!)~':J Rillll COlllrol mcl!l'\·io;
!i4.1 I.r.r:tllud ,,11(111'1'1

5:j~J f1li'f! 1I1i1P( ,"

O\lIllr .'lrIJl'l~C1!', flfld I\c:liviliflS
'Jnn CI'Il''''f'lV or h;qj:ll !'''lj'"i1irr,
no.! I'. J\I:~IIl:d rill.1 IlInd (V'I! t If'I)',

c"lt.llllhal iUIIl, 1!1r:.)
n02 LlllI:I ~_:I'IICY tit' tli~i'1"lt~r aid f\Jllt!
no J CIlJJ1IllIl:dtv !f1t:.1 or (.r,ll1linnl 1~1

~IOtl Gf1Vl!lnll1~lil hl'.. lllIflll'lJlillity 01
:JI't'nr.y {::>I'r, :ll~'n 2~)ll}

!lO!j 1',':;1:111' plnt!ud!; lor rHl!'!ir. ~;il"li

!JOG CGn':o:lIlIC'l' inlCll",;t I:lO!JI)
un] Vt;f{'iClII::> activitic-;
aliB Palrietir. arlivillc,
!lll~J NOll·P)'I!II'qll. Irtls\:
~lU DCIIl'r.~lic 0Il ;Jlli7,u!i1n 'Jf!\h n~ \i"ilitlS

e"lsI"o U.S.
911 Fnflli;1n On~alliiation
nI2 Title I:lJldi1lg cmpl)r;;,lie'l
913 Prrvrnlioll 01 cl\JCIIV It, nni'noh
nI t1 Ar.hi(:Vf!f11CI~t pi iz:;s or ;)":,1111,;
~} J!j [n:l:!i!,[l OT iIlain;('p'.II'CI) or IllllJ!i!'

hlJilrlinH cr '\':IHks
UJ Ii Ci.lrr;!I~I;iJl rmlall;"tHll, SIl:l';!{ h:H, footI

S~IVI':t'r.. elfi.
917 Thlill shOi', le~ail ollllel., elc.
91A Book, gilt or supply slolo

351

Cod~

301 Fund rO;$inl: nlhle!!c or 'porI! ovont
317 Olher SDOlts or alhl.tic .cl,vI1l••
31~ Olller n:clc(l\ioii;)1 adh'itirs
319 Oll,e, social .'.ti.i!I.ls

Youl'! Acliyili ..s
320 Doy Sronl", Girl Soont" etco
321 Bovs Glnh, Litllo Longue, ele.
322 n°ft., lilli, 4.. 11 Cillb, elo.
n3 Kpy club
324 YMCA, YWCA, YrvlHA, ele.
325 Camp
32r, CM. and IlclI!ing of children

(orph::H,.!g'.·, de.)
327 Prevcntion ul cruelly 10 children
328 Comb"t juvP.nilo d,linquency
34~ Olher y"ulh or2anizaUoll or .elivflles

ConserYetlon, Environmenlsl end
BOI'JLification Acti¥itie~

Pre.;er/alion of ,:aluralle.~olllct$
(conservalion)
Combatting or pr"ypnUn& pollulion
(air, waleI'. elc.)
laod ar.quisi'ion for prcSer'l.Ulln
Soil or watcl Cltn~(Hvation

Pre;ervaticn 01 ~ccnic I,eauly
litir.atinn (see llli~"lion an,1 tp~al

/lid "r.livilie~)
Com hat C.O/llll1.Jllity r1elcriolali(l1l
(lisa 402)
Wildlilo s,nr.lua'y nr ,..rUC.
Garden club
Othr:r clln:;ervation, r.nvirnllnlcnhl or
hr~;'fulificalioll ar:tiv:lics

355
356
.179

352
353
354

llc.u,ing ~ctivili.s

380 Low 1.\,:r'11c h"usiog
::W 1 low and Plt'lierale iI1COiI1~ housing
332 1I0u,ing for 11:1\ .go" (8<:0 "Iso '15JI

NllIs;rli: 01 :"l)I'\":!(:sr-::,~t 11""0

(uso 1bZ)
Slu"onl' hnllsing (us,- n'IJ.)

" .. Orphan"l:e (uso 3Zr,)
3~)8 Inc;!ructiol\ IInlt f~l1id;lnr.~ O!I hnll~inr.

J!J!} OU:eJ hru!.i/lH ~c.ti':lIic~

Inno, City or Communily Acli,ili.,
400 Arcill dr.v':!I(lllm~nt. ,u·df'\-elopnH!n~ or

lefltH\'31
fiou.,inl! (~ee Hou·.in.~ Adi ..ilir~)

401 Hon"~(lwncl~ ;j~sor:ialion

402 Olircr arlivily aimed at r.omb.,lting
community dC'tnioration

1D.' Attr;;cl.il1R n~w illdustry OJ Ip.'eir.ing
ir.dustlY in an arc~

~r:4 Conllllunily pt(1l11ofion
Comrnunily reCTl1a!ional f8~itily

(uso 2'J7)
Cotllmurily cf!nler (U50 29G)

iii,lf, 1naPIi or f:':W!~ fN lHino:Hv
bllsinr:'%€o..:
Jnh tl<lil1illl', C:OlIIl~I·!ilJl'l
nr ;l::'.i:.lilllr.l· (u~,o ~jll(')

Pay eMU CI'I1It~r (11~(1 ~i7J1)

Civil Ih~hts tlclivily (:;rH~ CiJjl Hi~ht$

At:tiviflr~)
H"lerrnl ~rrvics {$ur.ial 8LC:,I.ir.~)

(use !il~~) .
Leg3l. aid to) indip-olll, (u~o qr.:!)

4{)(1 GritnD orr...'cnti(\n
110/ Vo!ullwcr fjl~nH'n's 01'"l:.1r~il,2t;ofl 01

auxiliary
He,r.lJo squad (1.1" .. 1513\

46it COllllllJInity s!'rvicn olgani7.i,Unf1
42 f

) Olher inr.(!1' city or C(\l\l!1l1ll'ily hr:i"!ldil
activi'-iC:3

Ci.il Rir,hls Ar.livilies
"'10 Dnlcn::r 0: 111111130,111",11 civil rir.hl!'
ttl1 Elimilmtioll of ll1r.jlldil:r' ,It,d di$f:lilil.

in,lli'J11 (l'lll', 11'11l:iI'1I. ,;n, 11:11'(\11:11
urinill, (!k)

tt17 Il':i'j I1:1 nl:;Hhhnrh"tul 1'!II~;,)J1~
Litil~aliun {:;nn I i1igH\hm JlIl,1 Lf;f!:J1
lIi,l IIr.livilies)
Lr.I:i"lalivo al1rJ (l:J1ilir.:lI ftdivitier.
hl!t' thaI: l:;llllion)

4~~ UlI,or civil ';I:hls nr.\ivil;'~

Lilil:al.ioll nnlt l.gal I\ld Ac.li',ilics
4l'O Pnhli" jnleJ~"1 lilil:all"" ar.tivile,
4Jl1 Othm linilntion or ~lIlJllnll 01 lilil~alinn

4r,2 L~gal aid 10 jndll:pnl,
4GJ Providing bail

Legislative and Polilir:al Activitias
'~Bl) Prol'~!a~. Sllppolt. llr oppO$'1 1c:I:i~L3Iion

~31 Voter infol'mation on is::;'lc': or
candid"los

482 VoleI' r.dllcnlien (mr;chanics 01
rcgisteri"g, voting, elc.)

4B3 Snpporl, 0PPosc, or ,alc polilica!
enndidalos

484 Provide I.cilitios or ~r.I,ioes ru,
political campaiGn activities

Farming
Farm hlur-au
~t:ticll1tllri11 group
Hertir.nlllllal ~10""
FfHlIlcrs' c(101l~lati'Jc l11.]d~·. HIli: or
plIrclliH,ing-'"
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oil company and a nonintegrated printer, all have in common the pursuit

of profit. Thus, a unified theory can predict the behavior of any private

for-profit firm (once its production function and prices of inputs and

outputs are known).

Just as the differences among for-profit firms have been submerged

by the similarities of objective functions, we should look for the essen

tial similarities among nonprofit firms. It is notable that, to date,

attempts to model behavior of nonprofit firms have dealt almost exclu

sively with a single type of firm in a single industry, generally

hospitals (see note 1). In the for-profit sector we do not have a sep

arate theory of behavior for ea.ch industry: why should there be one for

each industry in the nonprofit sector? Why has the modeling of nonprofit

behavior been so narrow and industry oriented, in such sharp contrast with

the familiar, broad microeconomic theory of the decentralized private

market sector?

There may be a nt.mlber of answers, but one is that there has been so

little attention to the similarities and differences among nonprofit or

ganizations, that researchers have sought more homogeneous groupings,

and industry has had an obvious appeal. The contrast between the breadth

of our economic models of the private for-profit sector and the narrowness

of our few models of nonprofit organizations reflects the corresponding

contrast in the depth of research on the two sectors.

Given the e~phasis in this paper on collective-good problems, I

pursue the implications of distinguishing among nonprofit firms according

to the degree of co1lectiveness of their activities. This term will be

defined shortly, but for now the point is that the legally nonprofit
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organizations (as portrayed in Table 1) may cover a wide range in respect

to how collective their activities are; that is, how much they act like

governments, providing collective-consumption goods. If we could

measure the degree of collectiveness we might well be able to develop

a general model for all of the nonprofits that are heavily engaged in

collective-goods activities, while some other model might be appropriate

for nonprofits that are engaged virtually entirely in private-goods

provision. Industry per se (e.g., hospitals) would not be a distinguish-

ing characteristic. Even within an industry, nonprofit firms might vary

in the balance between their private-goods and collective-goods activi-

ties and, consequently, in their behavior. But firms engaged in a

similar relative degree of collective behavior might have much in common--

that is, might share an objective function--regardless of their industry,

just as conventional for-profit firms have behavioral characteristics

in common despite the differences in their particular private-goods

outputs. In sections 3, 4 and 5 a measure of the degree of collectiveness,

(or its converse, a measure of the degree of privateness) of a firm's

activities is discussed. Section 6 sketches some elements of behavioral

models of nonprofit organizations of the collective-good and private-

good types.

3. UNTANGLING THE KNOT: NONPROFIT FIRMS, TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS,
AND MEASUREMENT OF COLLECTIVENESS

The degree of collective-goodness of ,an organization's activities

should not be confused conceptually with tax status considerations.

It is true that the income tax deductibility of contributions to some
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but not to other nonprofit organizations alters the relative prices

(costs) of giving to each. It is also true, however, that if there

were no differences among organizations in the character of their out-

puts, there would be no reason to expect any gifts to be given to them,

regardless of tax deductibility, provided that marginal income tax

rates were less than 100%. That is, if, but only if, individuals per-

ceive b~nefits (in any form) from gifts in the absence of tax deducti-,

bi1ity, would the introduction of deductibility be expected to affect

the level of giving? It is noteworthy that voluntary nonprofit organ-

izations provided collective goods long before income taxation. As I

have pointed out elsewhere, such organizations provided hospitals,

schools, roads, and numerous other collective goods and services cen-

turies ago (Weisbrod 1975). In short, the nature of the firm's output

should be our focal point, not i~s tax status per se; although, of

course, the two need not be independent. Favorable tax treatment

might well be bestowed on firms providing particular types of outputs.

In thinking about an ideal measure of a firm's collective vis-a-vis

its private goods activity, it is useful to consider a spectrum of all

nongovernmental firms arrayed according to the degree of privateness

(or co11ectiveness) of their outputs. Many firms--those that are

traditionally thought of as in the private for-profit sector--wou1d

be at the pure-private pole of the array, as would organizations that,

while often termed nonprofit, are captives of for-profit firms and hence

essentially instrumentalities for enhancing the profits of those firms.

A business trade association, for example, may be thought of as a
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mechanism through which profit-maximizing firms cooperate in the pro

motion of profitability. To treat such an organization of firms as if

it were an independent firm would be similar to treating the shipping

department of a manufacturing firm as a separate organization. The ship-

ping department or the trade association mayor may not produce a profit

for itself, and mayor may not be termed a nonprofit organization, but

each may nonetheless contribute to the profitability of the firm or firms

with which it is associated. Thus, we seek an ideal measure of degree

of collectiveness that treats captive nonprofit firms just like for-

profit firms. Such organizations may be termed nonprofit privates.

By contrast with nonprofit privates--nonprofit firms or organiza-

tions that are understandable as private-goods providers, mechanisms

for maximizing profitability of the firm or firms with which they are

associated--at the other end of the spectram are nonprofit collectives,

pure providers of collective goods, goods that enter (positively) the

utility functions of many persons simultaneously. Firms in the for-

profit sector are not likely to be found at this pole since the neces-

sity of e~clusionary practices to overcome free-rider behavior serves

both to limit the private profitability of providing collective goods

and the actual collectiveness of the form in which the goods are pro-

vided (as distinguished from their potential collectiveness).

If nongovernmental firms that are substantial providers of col-

lective goods exist, it is at least arguable--if not presumptively true--

that they do not behave as profit-maximizers behave. Insofar as they

actually provide pure collective-consumption goods or, more generally,

goods from which beneficiaries are not excluded by price, they are
\

dependent on sources of revenue other than quid pro quo sales. These
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other sources are varied; they may include governmental grants, private

gifts, court-awarded fees, or other types of donations, contributions

or transfers. Whatever the precise form may be, the result is a set

of pressure, rules, restrictions, and reward structures--incentives

and constraints--that influence the ability of the firm to earn profits

and the mechanisms by which it can seek those profits. The existence

of constraints, of course, does not necessarily preclude maximization

of profits subject to those constraints, but the point is that the

behavior of these nonprofit collective organizations is not likely to

mirro~ the behavior of firms in the for-profit sector.

This is true, a fortiori, if the preferences of entrepreneurs and

managers of the nonprofit collective-goods firms differ systematically

from those of their for~profit sector counterparts. If, for example,

those entrepreneurs and managers who gravitate to the nonprofit col

lectives are more willing to trade off money income for the opportunity

to engage in such collective-goods activity, then utility maximiza

tion will imply different behavior in the private-goods and in the

collective-goods parts of the private sector. Profit maximization

may be a far better proxy for utility maximization for private-goods

producers--whether nonprofit or for-profit--than it is for nonprofit

collective-goods producers.

The question next arises, can we distinguish among private firms

in the degree to which they are private or collective-goods producers?

Perhaps the baker, the shoemaker, the automobile producer are nearly

polar cases of private sector providers of private goods, but which

private firms, if any, are close to the collective-goods pole? Follow

ing is an operational measure of "privateness" or "collectiveness."
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To summarize, this discussion of private and collective-goods

production in the private sector has been motivated by the goal of def-

ining and understanding a nonprofit sector for which predictive models

and welfare analysis can be pursued. The ,assertion ,is that it would be

useful to focus attention on the role and behavior of those organizations

that, while private, provide collective goods; I term these nonprofit

collective firms, and suggest that this class of organizations is impor-

tant and merits our attention. Combining an attribute traditionally

identified with governmental activity--provision of collective goods--

with an attribute of private activity--the absence of legal compulsion

to pay for benefits--non-profit collective-goods firms may be thought

of as hybrids.

In an idealized textbook model, in which any failures of the private

(for-profit) market that can be corrected efficiently by governmental

intervention are actually corrected, hybrid organizational structures

would serve no function. In a world, however, in which governmental

failures also occur, other institutional mechanisms may evolve to fill

niches in the arsenal of devices for achieving society's allocative

2efficiency and equity objectives.

4. THE'DEGREE OF COLLECTIVENESS OF A FIRM'S ACTIVITIES: NONPROFIT
TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

Being interested in policy measures for co~recting failures of

private markets and governments, I am interested in the extent to which

a firm's activities generate (external) benefits at the margin that the
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firm does fiot capture or internalize. Thus, external benefits (calling

them benefits does not preclude their being negative) means those social

benefits that are not internalized. References to collective goods thus

reflect the difficulty that a producer of such goods has in internaliz

ing the soc~al benefits it generates and, thus, the extern~l benefits

that would result if those goods were provided.

Every organization or firm may be thought of as providing some

combination of private and collective goods, ranging potentially from

pure private to pure collective. Collective goods are simply those

goods that provide a high degree of external (uncaptured) marginal

benefits. 3 There is still a lack of uniformity in economics regarding

definitions of collective goods, whether in technological or utility

function terms, and regarding the relationship between collective goods

(however defined) and goods that provide important external benefits.

In this paper, the essential characteristic of collective output among

nonprofit firms is the degree to' which the firm provides goods that

would not be provided iIi. optimal quantities in the private for-profit

sector because the goods benefit many consumers simultaneously. An

idealized textbook version of a conventional private sector competitive

firm provides social benefits that are fully internalized (at the margin)

in the firm's sales revenue. Such a firm would be a pure private-goods

producer, and the measure of collectiveness we seek to develop should

give such a firm' ~'measure zero. Similarly, a nonprofit organization

of the private type should be characterized by a zero. By contrast, a

nonprofit collective organization, one that provides only pure collec

tive goods from which many people benefit substantially without paying
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(there being no significant congestion problems and no exclusionary

actions) should be found to have the highest measure of collectiveness,

say (arbitrarily), 100.· Between these limits would lie nonprofit

organizations combining various degrees. of privateness and collective-

ness of outputs.

In this market failure context, the pr0pJsed theoretic measure of

collectiveness--that is, the proposed meascre of the degree of collective-

*ness of firm i--C is
j'

*
E

j (1)C. - E
j

+ I.
x 100,

J
J

where E
j

and I
j

are, respective~J' :he external (noncaptured) and inter-

nal (captured) benefits from a ma!6inal unit of output by firm i.

(.>

ranges from zero, for a;n1jnprofit-private organization or a perfectly

competitive firm in equilib~ium, to 100 for a pure collective-goods

provider, for which I 4approaches zero.

*The operational·.zation of the C index is not simple. One simpli-

fying assumption that will prove useful is that marginal and average

ratios of external to internal benefits are equal.

The confusing array of organizations that are deemed to be non-

profit in terms of U.S. tax law was shown by Table 1, which is a list

of codes by which organizations identify their activities on the tax

return (Form 990). There is little doubt that the activities range

widely in terms of their degree of privateness and collectiveness.

Recognition of this variation seems to be reflected in the tax law. All

organizations filing Form 990 returns, for "Exempt Organizations,"
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are not treated alike. In particular, some, but actually a minority,

are permitted to accept gifts and grants that are deductible on the

federal tax return of the giver. These organizations include primarily

those listed in Section 501 (C) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. From

an allocative-efficiency perspective we might hypothesize--and, perhaps,

hope--that these are the organizations that have the greatest degree

*of collectiveness at the margin, the highest Cvalues. Since tax

deductibility of contributions reduces the private cost to the giver,

it encourages contributions and thereby expands output by the recipient

organizations. The presumption that certain kinds of activities deserve

expansion relative to others would seem to flow from a determination

that the former activities generate more external, uncaptured marginal

benefits than do the latter.

Although the tax laws encourage contributions to some organizations

relative to others, the magnitude of the encouragement should be kept in

perspective. The cost to the giver is never zero; even for a donor in

the 70% marginal tax bracket, a dollar of giving still costs 30 cents.

At the same time, an individual is not precluded from making a contri-

bution that is not deductible and, as we will see, many such contribu-

tions are given. Thus, whereas ordinary consideration of price

elasticity would suggest that contributions will be greater the lower

the cost of giving, ceteris paribus, other explanations are needed for

(1) the total absence of contributions to the vast majority of private

organizations in the economy, (2) the giving of gifts to some organiza-

tions even though the contributions are not tax deductible, and (3) the
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presence of any contributions even when gifts are tax deductible, since

there is some private cost and no apparent private benefit. We will

return to these questions briefly later in this paper. Now we turn to

our principal goal, development of a means for distinguishing among

organizations according to their degree of collectiveness.

Consider three potential sources of revenue for any private, non

governmental firm or o,rganization: sales of goods and services,

membership dues, and gifts. Each source of revenue may be associated

with a different set of characteristics of the organization's activities.

We can expect firms (nonprofit and for-profit) normally identified with

the private market sector, engaged in the provision of private goods for

which exclusion is easily and efficiently practiced, to have revenue in

the form of sales. Some organizations are engaged in provision of

goods or services that are somewhat collective, in the sense that

the marginal cost of permitting an additional consumer is approximately

zero, at least over some range beyond which congestion costs appear,

but exclusion is practiced easily (that is, at low cost). For such or

ganizations (e.g., country clubs) benefits are essentially limited to

members, there are no substantial external benefits, and the principal

source of revenue is likely to be dues from the limited membership.

Other organizations, however, provide collective goods for which ex

clusion is costly, impossible, or for whatever the reason, is not

practiced, so that benefits are not limited to members or other

financial supporters. Such organizations (e.g., in medical research or

charity) may not be able, technically, to restrict their output to

contributors, or if the technical capability exists, the organization

may not wish to exclude, perhaps because one of its objectives is to
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provide certain collective goods; that is, the organization is a non-

profit collective. The result, however, is the familiar problem of

private finance for collective goods. Neither sales revenue nor dues

is a promising reven~e source. The organization is likely to be de-

pendent for its survival on non quid pro quo sources of revenue--

contributions, gifts, and grants--from either private or governmental

sources.

Direct measurement of the magnitude of external benefits of a firm's

activities is costly; a proxy would, therefore, be useful, even if it

were imperfect. The preceding discussion, which related the form of a

~~rm'~ ~~V~n~~ to the Gharacter of its output, can serve as the basis

for such a proxy measure. In the next section we make use of a proxy--
I

admittedly imperfect--based on revenue source to distinguish among non-

profit o~ganizations and thereby move closer to the point at which we

can identify and model the behavior of nonprofit private and nonprofit

collective organizations.

The distinctions among sales, dues, and gifts should not be drawn

too sharply. That is, any observed data on these three revenue sources

may not correspond precisely to the theoretic concepts presented above.

Dues, for example, may combine an element af payment for an excludible

collective good with an element of sa1es--as when membership includes

receipt of a magazine, journal, newsletter, and so forth. Similarly,

sales (or even dues) may include an element of gift--as when the buyer

knowingly pays more than he or she would pay for the private good alone,

regarding the additional sum as a contribution to the organization.
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Despite the imperfections in revenue sources as proxies for outputs, the

usefulness of developing a measure of the degree of collectiveness of .

a firm's activities suggests that such a measure be explored more fully.

In addition to the fact that reported sales revenue may include a

gift component, there is another reason for regarding sales as an imper-

fect measure of private-goods output acrossfirms~ For some firms,sales

are also an indicator of collective-goods output; for example, insofar

as givers of gifts are motivated by the desire to disseminate specific

outputs, sales will represent benefits to givers as well as to pur~

5chasers. The point is that while for some firms, sales are only

revenues from private goods, for other firms they are both revenues

from private goods and measures of benefits from collective goods.

Gifts and grants to a nonprofit economic research organization, for

example, may indeed be intended to finance activities that will bring

benefits to others, via the provision and circulation of articles and

books. Insofar as such publications are sold rather than given away,

the revenues, while reflecting private benefits to the purchasers, also

constitute a measure of benefits to the givers.

Another conceptual issue relating to the interpretation of sales

revenue as private-goods output involves the uses of any profit made

on those sales. If a firm that is providing some collective goods (that

is, generating external benefits) was also selling private goods, then

profit on private-good sales could be a source of finance for the firm's

collective goods. Competitive forces would tend to limit such profits,

however, as any abnormal profit on the private goods attracted competi-

tors. There are two reasons, however, for believing that economic
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profits might not be competed -away: (1) the nonprofit firm may have

some monopoly power (e.g., in the form of its logo that is sold ort

tee-shirts, umbrellas or oth~r consumer goods), 'and (2) as noted above,

some consumers. may be willing to pay more than a' competitive market
. ', .. ;""', ....... . '.

price for a priv.ate good purchased from an organization that is en-

gaged in collective-goo,4s activiti~s; that is, the consum~rmay combine,

in effect, a purchase with a gift., (Consumers in sufficiently high

income tB:x cl,ass~s may also find it profitable, albeit not legal, to

-take income-ta:x charitable deductiQns for gifts to exempt organizatiarts"

when the gifts,are actually payment for private goods. In such cases the
... -,.~ ~.' ' '.'

~-~?5, ~l~.~~~i: i::~, ~~~'~~~i~:~2t;~11'~~~~q:v.;~;:!..c>n. of private goods bynonpro£it f:i:rIlis

'Vis-a-vis fqr-pt;o~-i~ firms.)

5. AN E~IRICAL MEASURE OF CO;LLECTIVENESS-

This se~tionpres~nts and utilizes an operational form of expres-

sion (1) presented earlier. The measur~, termed an Index of Collectiveness,

C, is seen as an index, a means of ranking organizations. Those ranked

lower (closer to zero) are held to be closer to the pure private-goods

pole, and those ranked higher (closer to unity) are held to be claser to

the pure collective-goods pole. Such an indexing is seen as a step

toward eventual modeling of the behavior of nonprofit organizations of

the private and of the collective types. The collectiveness index

could be applied to for-profit firms, which, as pointed out earlier,

wouxd generally receive a value of zero. Since the focus of this paper

is on nonprofit firms, however, only data for them will be used~
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In the earlier discussion that linked sales, dues, and gifts to

private and collective goods, a major distinction was drawn between

gifts, which were associated with the financing of goods that provide

significant external benefits, and the other forms of revenue, which

were not. Gifts were identified with the financing .of goods having the

greatest uncaptured external benefits.

The fact that an organization is a recipient of gifts does not

imply that the giver receives no private benefits. On the contrary, the

presumption is that the giver, being rational, does benefit in some

direct or indirect manner. 6 Our assumption is simply that gifts are

employed to finance provision of goods that bring more external relative

to internal benefits than do other types of revenue. Our operational

collectiveness index is:

Giftsi
C - x 100.j Total Revenuei

The index ranges from zero for firms receiving no gifts, to 100 for

firms receiving no revenue other than gifts.

As an initial basis for examining the variation among nonprofit

organizations I turned to Gale's Encyclopedia of Associations (1975,

(2)

pp. v-vi), which includes listings of thousands of nonprofit organiza-

tions. I took a random sample of organizations listed in each of the

seventeen categories (Table 2 lists the categories, which I term

industries), and the tax return for those organizations that file the

Form 990, "Exempt Organization," was requested from the Internal Revenue

Service. The collectiveness index, C, was calculated for the organiza-

tions in each category, with the expectation of finding not only varia-

tion among classes but a ranking of index values that would be positively
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Table 2

Types of Nonprofit Organizations

TRADE, BUSI~ESS AND COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

Agricultural Organizations and Commodity Exchanges
Includes agribusiness, animal breeders, conservation, forestry, £ruit

and vegetable growers, livestock and poultry producers, nurseries, research

Legal, GovermnentaJ.., Public Administration and Military Organi2<ations
Includes city, county and state administration, civil defense, employment

security, federal 'government, housing &redevelopment, legal & legislation,
planning, police, 'property rights, taxation

Scientific, Engineering and Technical Organizations
Includes aerospace, anthropology, architecture, astronomy, behavioral

sciences, biology, "botany, chemistry, ecology, electronics, environmental
quality, genetics, geology, information processing, meterology, nuclear
physics, oceanography, paleontology, parapsychology, phenomena, population,
psychology, standards, water resources.

'Ed'tIi:a~t':ib.tta:l\:Oi:~~I{:tiafi:on;s
Includesaccredi"tation, administration, admissions, adult education,

alternative 'education, bla~k students, business education, cooperative ed
ucation, counselirlg, currit:;ulum, data education, drop-outs, evening students,
extension education, financial aid, foreign students, gifted children, grad
uate schools, humanities, independent colleges and schools, industrial arts
education, integration, international exchange, junior colleges, library
education, placement, play schools, research, retired teachers, scholarship,
sex education, special education, technical schools, testing, urban schools

Cultural Organizations
Includes aesthetics, American studies, antiquities, architecture, art,

artists, arts and letters, authors, Black culture, books, broadcasting, comic
art, composers, crafts, dance, esperanto, folklore, history, human develop
ment, Indian art and history, librarians and libraries, medieval studies,
motion pictures, museums,music, philosophy, poetry, theatre, world notables

Social Welfare Organizat,ions
Includes abortion reform, adoption, aging, alcoholism, anti-poverty,

community action, correction, crime and delinquency, drug abuse, employment,
family life, handicapped, hom.osexuality , housing, migrant workers, planned
parenthood, recreation, relief, safety, selfhe1p, sex information, service
clubs, social work, suicide prevention, volunteerism, youth services

Health and Medical Organizations
Includes allergies, blindness, blood disorders, cancer, child health,

deafness, dentistry, dermatology, donor programs, health insurance, hospitals,
hypnosis, mental health, nursing, obstetrics, occupations.l medicine, ophthal
mology, osteopathy, pathology, pharmacy, psychiatry, public he.alth, radiology,
rehabilitation, surgery, technology, therapy, veterinary science
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Table 2--Continued.

Public Affairs Organizati.~ns

Includes captive nations, citizenship, civil rights, community develop
ment, consumer affairs, economics, free enterprise, human rights, international
relations, peace movements, political parties, refugees, special days,
United Nations, world affairs

Fraternal, Foreign Interest, Nationality and Ethnic Organizations

Religious Organizations
Includes Catholicism, ecumenism, evangelism, Judaism, missions, Protes

tantism, religious education, religious reform, science ancl religion, spirit
ualism

Veteran, Hereditary and Patriotic Organizations
Includes genealogical organizations

Hobby and Avocational organizations
Includes collectors and restorers, craftsmen, gardeners, gourmets,

numismatists, pet breeders, philatelists, treasure hunters

Athletic and Sports Organizations
Includes archery, badIllinton, baseball, basketball, boating, bowling,

boxing, camping, curling, fencing, fishing, golf, hockey, horse racing,
lacrosse, rode~, rowing, skating, skiing, soccer, squash, surfing, swim
ming, tennis, track, trail riding, underwater exploration, volleyball,
wrestling

Labor Unions, Associations and Federations

Chambers of Commerce
National, bi-nationaland· international

Greek Letter Societies
Includes federations and associations, Greek letter and non-Greek

letter organizations (social, professional and honorary)
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correlated with "prescierttific" judgments about the collective-good

ordering of organizations engaged in different types of activities. That

is, at this stage in the research process, we are simply proposing a

measure--in effect, a definition. As such, it cannot be right or wrong;

it can only be "more useful" or "less useful." For now, its usefulness

can be judged by ,whether it ranks organizations in accord with subjective

judgments about the relative public interest or external benefits com

ponent of its activities. Ultimately its usefulness will be determined

by the insights it offers and the testable predictions that flow from

them. The reason for seeking a measure of collectiveness for nonpro~it

Ql:'l$anizat;ions is tine hypO>tl"les,is that to understand the behavior of organ

izations that are called nonprofit, either in common parlance or in the

sense defined as "exempt organizations" by the tax code in the United

States, it is necessary first to distinguish between private and

collective nonprofit organizations. Later, distinct models of behavior

must be developed and tested. In sum, nonprofit organizations are too

heterogeneous to be examined as a single class, whether the examination

is for the purpose of predicting behavior or making normative judgments

about their contribution to social objectives. But only when behavioral

models that distinguish between private and collective nonprofit organ

izations are developed will the usefulness of our collectiveness index

be resolvable. Section 6 contains some notes on the kind of models

that would appear to be useful for each polar type of profit

organization.

Table 3 presents estimates of collectiveness index values for

seventeen industries in which nonprofit firms function, and Table 4
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Index of Co1lectiveness, 1973-1975

Type of
Organizations

1. Cultural

2. Religious

3. Public Affairs

4. Social Welfare

5. Agricultural

6. Educational

7. Legal, Public Administration
and Mili tary

8. Veteran, Hereditary and Patrioti~

9. Athletic and Sports

10. Honor Societies .":.

Collectiveness
Index (C)l

90

71

47

41

41

34

20

12

11

9

Sample
2Sj.ze

28

32

?9

40

50

33

50

45

28

51

11.

12 0

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Scientific, Engineering and
Technical

Ethnic

Labor Associations and Federations

Trade, Business and Commercial

3Health

Hobby and Avocational

Chambers of Connnerce

Total

6

3

3

2

2

1

o

20

51

37

70

58

35

20

27

684

1
Gifts as percentage of total revenue.

2Excludes organizations for which tax returns were incomplete and those for
which photocopies of the tax returns were illegible.

3The collectiveness index for this group is affected in a major way by three
organizations; each of which has at least ten times the total revenue of
any other organization in the group, and each of which has a co11ectiveness
index of 1 or less. Excluding those three the index for the group would be
12.
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Table 4

Frequency Distribution of Co11ectiveness Ind~xes

Co11e'ctivenes.s Number of
Index Classes

o - 10 8

11- 20 3

2-1' - 30 0

31 - 40 1

(1 - 50 3

51 - 60 0

61 - 70 0

71- 80 1

81 - 90 1

91 - 100 0

17
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summarizes those values. Although I believe the principal use of the

index is to rank, the index may be useful as a cardinal measure, in

which case the variation in degree of collectiveness is impressive.

The seventeen industries range from zero to 90, and nearly half (eight)

of the nonprofit industries receive collectiveness indexes of under 10.
,

The operational version of the collectiveness index, C, is a

function of monetary receipts only. By omitting in-kind receipts it

introduces a bias, but the nature of the bias is to some extent known.

While a measure of full revenue--monetary revenue plus the market value

of nonmonetary, in-kind receipts--would surely disclose some cases of

understatements of full sales and full dues because of payments made

in-kind, the major effect would be on gifts. This is so primarily because

of volunteer labor, wh±2h amounts annually to billions of dollars of

donations. 7 Hard information about the distribution of these in-kind

gifts among organizations is, I believe, nonexistent, but there seems

to he little doubt that volunteer labor (as well as transfers of other

resource inputs at below-market prices) is concentrated among those non-

profit organizations that engaged in activities that are commonly held

to be charitable, philanthropic, or public interest. Rarely, if ever,

does one hear of people donating services to ordinary private sector

firms such as General Motors, Exxon or Macy's, or even to such non-

profit organizations as chambers of commerce or country clubs. Without

additional data we might guess that in-kind donations are positively

correlated with monetary donations (gifts).

The result of limiting the collectiveness index to monetary flows

is, therefore, to understate both the numerator and the denominator of
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f, for any given organization by the eame absolute quantity. At both the

lower and upper limits of f, where the firm receives either no monetary

gifts or all of its monetary revenue as gifts, the C index is unbiased.

Generally, however, the f index is a biased. estimate of C*. 1f, to

consider one plausible case, in-kind gif~s were assumed to be a fixed per-

centage of mon.etary gifts, then the absolute downward bias of C would be

maxi."Tlum for orgardzati,ons "7ith C values around 50 (~). If, for exa.mple,

the full value of gifts to a.n organi::~atioIl. was unHormly 20% greater. than

the value of its gifts in monetary form, then the follot-ring table shows

the: relationship between the C values as calculated from mcnetary data

and the values as cal~ulat~d from full-gift data (C) for hypothetical

firms having, various f values:

"
C C

0 0
10 12
50 55
90 92

100 100

Sinc~ the f-.:.etim::"ted C values '!,Jlny sY8tl'~mcticG.lly by industry (Table

3) t:l"~ omisGiell of :tn-kind g:tv:l.ng mig~lt. con\~ei··:.;<,;bly lead to c.hanges i.n

ran.kings. Hore lik!Jly, howe"1er~ tb: inclus:!,u'i.l of ful:;'~·givitlg dat8~ if

,-Ior
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In a heuristic effort to examine the validity of the proposed col

lectiveness index, the following set of organizational vignettes is

presented. The descriptions of real organizations were prepared by the

organizations themselves. The organizations described in Table 5,

together with their respective collectiveness indexes, were not selected

randomly, but on the basis of the quality of the descriptions--how easy

it is for the reader to judge the extent to which the organization is

essentially a private or collective-good provider--or, in some cases, on

the basis of the well-known character of the organiz~tion.

The variety of organizations that are nonprofit in both the IRS and

the Gale's Encyclopedia sense is highlighted by Table 5. A trade associ

ation and an association of professional tennis players have a collective

ness index of zero. A professional fraternity that sponsors awards for .

scientific achievement and has a committee concerned with the Boy Scouts

gets an index of 10. An economic research organization has an index of

32. An organization that operates a library and museum has a collective-

ness index of 68. A Ralph Nader organization gets an index score of 86,

and an educational television station, 95. The C index does seem capable

of distinguishing among nonprofit organizations, doing so in a manner

that appears to correlate positively with a ranking of organizations by the

degree to which they bring benefits to persons other than those who

support the organization financially. I invite the reader to decide

whether his or her subjective judgment as to the relative external-benefit

(or public interest) character of these organizations would correspond to

the rankings in Table 5 (or even-the cardinal measure, if the indexes

were so interpreted).
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Table 5

Selected Nonprofit Organization~, Descriptions
and Collectiveness Indexes, 1973-75

Organization and Description

General Aviation Manufacturers Association
Members: 33. Manufacturers of general aviation air
frames, engines, avionics and components. Seeks to create
a better climate for the growth of general aviation.

United States Professional Tennis Association
Members: 1900. Professional tennis instructors and
college coaches; membership also includes sporting goods
salesmen and producers and wholesalers of tennis equipment.
Seeks tb improve tennis instruction in the United States.
Maintains placement bureau.

Alpha Chi Sigma
Members: 33,500. Professional fraternity, chemistry.
Sponsors awards in chemistry, chemical engineering, and
service to the fraternity. Committees: Boy Scout Activity.

Descendants of the Signers of the Declaration of In4ependence
Members: 810. Lineal descendants of a ~igner of the
Declaration of Independence; includes seniors (627 adults
over 18 years of age) and juniors (267). Places tablets
at birthplaces, homes, and graves of signers; contributes
toward restoration and preservation of Independence Hall
and other historic monuments. Awards annual scholarship
to boy or girl descendant.

National Planning Association
"Independent, nonpolitical, nonprofit organization, to en
courage joint economic planning and cooperation by leaders
from agriculture, business, labor, and the professions."
Committees: Agriculture; America's Goals and Resources;
British-North American (sponsored with C.D. Howe Research
Institute of Canada and British North American Research
Association); Business; Canadian-American (sponsored with
C.D. Howe Research Institute); International; Labor.

Aerospace Education Foundation
"For the education of the public at large to a greater un
derstanding of aerospace development, and the dissemination
of information concerning new accomplishments in the field
of aerospace development and aerospace education."

Collect:t:veness
Index (C)

o

o

10

22

32

51
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Table 5--Continued.

Collectiveness
Organization and Description Index (C)

George C. Marshall Research Foundation, Inc.
Operates George C. Marshall Library. The Library includes
a museum section, open to the public, that includes per
sonal possessions of the Marshalls, photographs, cartoons,
clippings, flags, an electric map of Allied progress in
World War II, and various exhibits. The Foundation is as
sembling, indexing, and classifying r€cords relating to
U.S. military, political, and diplomatic history, to be
housed in the library; the collection includes more than
16,000 books and many thousands of documents, periodicals,
microfilms, and tape recordings. 68

Public Citizen, Inc.
. Formed by Ralph Nader to support the work of citizen advo

cates. Requested contributions through paid advertisements
in thirteen publications. By May 31, 1972 had received
over a million dollars from more than 62,000 public citi
zens. Contributions have been used to support projects and
for grants to citizen organizations. Projects supported by
Public Citizen (Tax Reform Research Group, Retired Profes
sionals Action Group, Public Citizen Litigation Group,
Health Research Group, Citizen Action Group) work to pro
vide effective citizen advocacy on the more pressing prob
lems at the least cost by using the services of volunteers,
keeping expenses as low as possible, and hiring dedicated
professionals who are willing to work long hours for
modest salaries. 86

Boscoe Pound-American Trial Lawyers Foundation
Conducts research and educational activities and supports
those carried out by others, including work directed toward
the improvement and development of a more qualified trial
bar, the better functioning of the adversary and jury sys-
tems of trial, and, in general, making the law more viable in
meeting the needs of individual citizens in a modern, democrat
ic society. Sponsors annual Chief Justice Earl Warren
Conference, undertaking discussions of vital social issues.
Produces and distributes law enforcement teaching films in
cooperation with the Department of Justice. Maintains
library of 8000 volumes on general law, including the
personal library of the late Boscoe Pound, former dean at
Harvard Law School. 92

Educational Broadcasting Corporation
Owner and licensee of WNET/Channel 13, "the principal public
television station in New York City." Produces programs
distributed by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) to 223
noncommercial television stations in the U.S., Hawaii, Guam
and Puerto Rico. 95
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The activity-code information, gleaned from the Form 990 tax r~turRs,

permits us to classify organizations more finely than the seventeen classes

in Table 3. Each tax-exempt (nonprofit) organization was asked to "select

up to three codes which best or most acc:u..rately identify [its] purposes,

activities, operations or type of organization. '"~. . (Table 1 shows the

activity codes that could be listed on the tax retllrn.) Some Organi~ations

did not list any code, but a consider.able majority did comply. Tab1:e6

utilizes the activity-code information to show tha.t many industry groupings

mask considerable variation in degree of colle.ctiveness within industries.

For example, while the Public Affairs industry as a whole averages 47 on

,tlbJ.,e \PolJleic\t1'w,en~slS iiJl.wd<e~\, ,one isubsector, Instruction and Training (other

than schools and colleges) has an index of 75, and another subsector,

Advocacy, has an index ·of 18. Table 6 include.S .all industries as defined

in Table 3, that had at least two subsectors as defined by activity codes,

containing five or mor.eorganizations. The eight industries excluded

from Table 6 were, in general, more homogeneous than the nine included.

A few additional illustrations from Table 6 h~ghlight the differences

in degree of collectiveness within industry classes. Among agricultural

organizations we find that Breeders Associations--which, a priori, I would

characterize as adjuncts of profit...,maximizing firms and would expect to

have a low collectiveness measure--do have a Cindex of zero. By contrast,

Conservation, Environmental and Beautification Activities, have an index

of 49, amo,ng the higher values observed. Similarly, those honor societies

that provide scholarships have a collectiveness index of 42, whil,e those

that do not, and that characterize themselves as Frater.nity or Sorority,

have an index of only 7.
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Table 6

Co11ectiveness Indexes~ 1973-1975

Activity Co11ectiveness Sample
Organization Type Code 1 Index' Size

(1) (2) (3)

Public Affairs all 47 29
a. other instruction and

training activities 120-149 75 10
b. advocacy ·510-559 18 5

Social Welfare all 41 40
a. other instruction and

training activities 120-149 58 6
b. activities directed to

other organizations 600-603 4 5

Agricultural all 41 50
a. breeders associations 237 0 12
b. business and professional

organizations 200-229 36 9
c. conservation~ environmental

and beautification activities 350-379 49 6

Legal~ Governmental~ Publi~ Admin-
istration and Military f all 20 50

a. business and professional
organizations 205 1 11

b. employee or membership
benefit organizations 260-279 1 7

c. other instruction and
training activities 120-149 20 12

Veteran~
2 all 12 45Hereditary and Patriotic

a. patriotic activities 908 23 14
b. veterans activities 907 23 8
c. cultural~ historical or

other educational activities 60-119 18 18
d. historical site~ records or

reenactment 062 12 6

Athletic and Sports all 11 28
a. sports~ athletic~ recrea-

tional and social activities 280-319 12 10
b. business and professional

organizat ions 200-229 0 6

Honor Societies all 9 51
a. schools~ colleges and

related activities:
fraternity or sorority 36 7 31

b. schools~ colleges and
related activities:
scholarships 40 42 8
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Table 6--Continued.

Activity Co11eetiveness Sample
Organization Type Code 1 Index Size

(1) (2) (3)

Scientific, Engineering and
Technical all 6 51

a. other instruction and
training activities:
publishing activities 120 9 14

b. professional association 205 12 13
c. scientific research activities 180-199 4 19

Ethnic all 3 37
a. employee or membership benefit

organization: fraternal
beneficiary, society, order,
or association 260 1 12

b. cultural, historical or
other educational activities 60-119 26 5

1
See Table 1.

2One large organization, The Colonial Dames of America, dominates this class.
It has a collectiveness index of 5 (%), and is not included in any of the
sub-classes because it listed no activity code.
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Industry, in the sense described in Table 3, mayor may not be a

useful way of thinking about organizations, given our goal of identify

ing organizations by their degree of collectiveness. We turn next to

the question of whether the IRS activity codes or the Gale directory have

captured more homogeneity of collectiveness in their industry classifi

cations. Table 7 shows the index values for organizations that are in

the same class of IRS activity codes even though they are in different

industry groupings in the Encyclopedia groupings that are used in Table 2.

Table 7 also discloses considerable variance, as did Table 3. It is not

surprising, perhaps, that "Business and Professional Organizations," for

example, should vary considerably in their collectiveness indices, depending

on the nature of the business or profession.

The variance in the degree of collectiveness of organizations that

are nonprofit in a tax sense is shown even more sharply by Figure 1, which

shows the distribution, by the ~ index, of organizations which can all

accept tax deductible gifts. (While some organizations not included in

Section 501 (C) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code can also accept gifts

that are deductible on the donor's federal income tax, all 501 (C) (3)

organizations are able to accept tax deductible gifts.) Nonetheless,

Figure 1 shows that more than a third (38%) of those organizations

actually receive no gifts at all. The median organization receives 25%

of its total revenue as gifts.

A Modified Collectiveness Index

It might be argued that sales of private goods by nonprofit organiza

tions are means by which the objectives of the organizations are financed,
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Table 7

Collectiveness Index Values for Organizations in Different Industry
Groupings but Same Activity Code Classes, 1973-1975

Activity Code Class

Cultural, Sistorical or Other
Educational Activities
(Codes 060-119)

Business and Professional
Organizations
(COd~B :20(}-229)

Employee or Membership Benefit
Organizations
(Codes 260-279)

Sports, Athletic, Recreational
and Social Activities
(Codes 280-319)

Advocacy
'(Codes 510-559)

Number of
Organizations

18
3

10

12
18

6
21

7
54

6
10

5
5

Industry
Group

12
13

4

8
9

14
16

9
15

13
14

5
6

Co11ectiveness
Index

18
3

63

32
36
o
o

1
1

o
12

18
4

For list of activity codes, see Table 1. For list of industry groups, see
Table 2.

Calculations from U.S. tax returns, Form 990.
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.and that those objectives are of two types: (1) the interests of members

of the group, and (2) the interests of a wider group, of which members may

be a small part. The distinction between (I) and (2) corr.esponds to the

difference, discuss.ed earlier, between the uses of revenues from dues

and from gifts. If we continue to identify dues and gifts with thes,e

internal and external benefits, but now identify sales with fund raising

to supp.ort those activities, then another measure of collectiveness is

suggested, one that regards all nonprofit organizations as devices for

supporting activities of type (1) or (2) in varying degree. One such

modified index is

Gif·ts.
M. - ~ x 100.

1 Gifts. + Dues.
1 1

(3)

Gifts revenue are used a'gain to proxy collective-goods output, and dues

revenue are used to proxy outputs that are collective only for members.

The M index would give a value of zero to an organization that collected

dues but received no gifts, and a value of 100 to an organization that

received no dues revenue but some gifts. Because the index disregards

sales revenue it is undefined for the limiting case of a firm--rare among

nonprofits--that has revenue only from sales, and none from either dues

or gifts. It is useful, however, in concentrating attention on the two

sources of revenue that distinguish the organizations that are convention-

ally termed nonprofit from ordinary private sector profit-oriented firms,

which have revenue only from sales of private-type goods.

One undesirable property.of the M index is that it gives the same

collectiveness score to an organization for which private good sales con-

stitute an overwhelming proportion of the firm's total revenue, and another

organization, with the same ratio of gifts to dues, that has no sales
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revenue at all. Consider, for example, the following two hypothetical

organizations (revenues are stated in thousands):

_Organization

1

2

Sales

$950

a

Dues

$ 5

100

Gifts

$ 45

900

Total

$1000

1000

Gifts/
Total (C)

4

90

Gifts/
Gifts & Dues (M)

90

90

The two organizations have the same M index but vastly different ~ iridices.

Firm 1 receives 95% of its revenue from sales; firm 2 gets none from sales,

and 90% from gifts. Organizations that differ so much in their relative

dependence on sales and gifts are not likely to be describable by the

same behavioral model. This observation explains both my preference for the

more comprehensive measuFe of collectiveness, ~, and the difficulty that

economists are likely to have in modeling nonprofit firm behavior until

the degree of collectiveness of the entire organization's activities is

recognized. Nonprofit hospitals, for example, now receive only some 2%

of their total revenues from gifts, while nonprofit educational organiza-

tions receive about 40% of their total revenues as gifts. Corresponding

differences in behavior can be expected.

Table 8 arrays the seventeen types (industries) of nonprofits according

to the M index. The higher the score the greater the degree to which the

organization's activities are deemed to bring external benefits. It is

noteworthy that the industry rankings using the ~ and the ~ indices (Tables

8 and 3) are quite similar. Indeed, the Spearman coefficient of rank cor-

relation indicates that the rankings are not statistically different from

one another. The only classification changing by more than three ranks is
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Table 8

Modified Collectiveness lnde~es, 1973-1975

type of Organization

1. Cultural

2. Religious

3. Public Affairs

4. Scientific, Engineering
and technical

5. Social Welfare

6. Educational

8. Legal, Governmental, Public
Administration and Military

9. Veterans, Hereditary and Patriotic

10. Honor Societies

11. Athletic and Sports

12. Ethnic

13. Health

14. Hobby and Avocational

15. Labor Associations

16. Chamber of Commerce

17. Trade, Business and Commercial

1Gifts/gifts plus dues.

Modified Collectiveness
IJ;1de~l.

99

95

92

74

73

61

56

37

22

18

17

16

4

4

4

3

2If the three large and extreme "outlier" obser'J'ations are excluded,
the M index for the remaining 32 organizations in this group would
be 28, (see also note 3 to Table 3).
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"Scientific, Engineering and Technical," which moved from position 11

on the C index to position 4 on the M index.

Whichever index, f or M, is used, a firm's revenue from gifts is

held to be a useful index of the external benefits generated by its

activities; that is, of its collective-good output. It would be useful,

however, to go beyond the measurement of the volume of gifts, to inquire

into their source. The point is that gifts (grants) from governmental

sources may have a different influence on behavior than grants from private

sources, and, indeed, different sources of grants even within the overall

.governmental or private categories may well imply different incentives

and constraints, hence, different degrees of external benefits.

Our analysis of the Form 990 tax returns points up the fact that an
,

organization's tax status and either of the measures of collective goodness

are by no means perfectly (rank) correlated. There are only two statuses

that an organization can have with respect to the income tax deductibility

of donor's gifts to it. Either the gifts are deductible or they are not

(although there are upper limits on individual tax-deductible gifts, and

these limits vary somewhat among types of organizations). Depending on

the type of organization, as shown in the tables above, tax status is

essentially dichotomous; in general, virtually all organizations in a given

industry are tax deductible (that is, gifts are deductible on the giver's

federal income tax return), or virtually all are nontax deductible.

Nonetheless, collectiveness indices show considerable variation. There

are, in short, many tax deductible organizations that receive no gifts,
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and ther~ are nontax deductible organizations that receive substantta1

gifts. Important examples of the latter are the ~ierra Club, Common

Cause, and Ra,lph Na.de.:r:' s PubliC Citizen, all of which are nonprofit or.,..

ganizatioI).s that do not have deductible $tatus·· because of their lobbying

activities; yet, each receives sizable amounts of nontax deductible gifts

f · h' 11' d ... 9to 1nance t e1r co ect1ve-goo act1v1t1es.

Further work is necessary to develop measures of co11ectiveness. The

data utilized here do appear, however, to be pro~ising sources. As

economic re$earch moves on to the deve19pment and testing of moqe1s of

nonprofit behavior it will be import~nt to distinguish more carefully

tha.n ha§ b~gn ggng ~n thg litgra.ture to date, among the wide variety of

nonpr9~it organizations. This paper argues that variety should be

judged by the criterion ~of the degree to which the organization is

involved in provision of collective-type goods--goods bringing substantial

1 b f . 10 h b i fl' .externa. ene 1ts; te o·servat on 0 nongovernmenta organ1zat10ns

providing collective goods requires further theorizing.

6. MODELING NONPROFIT FIRMS: SOME CONJECTURES

As we seek to model behavior of nonprofit firms, our data suggest

that we should think of those firms as hybrids of private-good and

collective-good producers. We have found that legally-nonprofit firms

vary tremendously in their hybrid status. If, to begin with, we think of

the firm's objective function as bei.ng separable into private and co11ec-

tive components, then it is likely that the fOl.lIler ca.n be modeled as an

ordinary profit-maximizer. The collective component is in need of further

analysis. This section contains some preliminary thoughts on the
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ingredients of useful predictive models for organizations having high

and low collectiveness indices.

It mayor may not be appropriate to regard the hybrid's objective

function as separable; decisions on behavior of the private and the

collective-good divisions of the firm's activities may well be inter

dependent. For example, there may be demand interdependencies between

the private and collective goods, as when the price at which the firm

can sell private goods is a function of the quantity and quality of its

collective-good output. This is another way of saying that the purchaser

of th~ firm's private-good output may be making a contribution to the

firm's collective output in the form of a price greater than that which the

purchaser would be willing to pay if he were simply purchasing the private

good alone. In additioJ, there may be production interdependencies between

the private and collective outputs, as when the collective good information

(e.g., about product quality or political candidates) can be embodied

as an input to a saleable private-good, book.

As research on behavioral models of nonprofit firms proceeds, it may

be useful to begin by considering pure cases--the pure private-good non

profit and the pure collective-good nonprofit. Consideration of hybrids

will wait.

Modeling Nonprofits with High Collectiveness Indices

The behavior of a private firm that provides collective goods would

seem to hinge on its struggle for finance •. Unable (or unwilling) to ex

clude consumers, as private firms normally do, and unable to compel payment,

as. governmental providers of collective goods normally do, how can the

private provider of collective goods sustain itself?
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Reference to the tax subsidies that are available to some nonprofit

organizations--presumably greatest for the producers most likely to use the

subsidies to provide collective goods--is at best a partial answer.

These subsidies, which reduce costs of operating and the private cost of

donating, do not bring either type of cost down to zero, or explain why

donors give any money (or goods) at all. Why are there any such gifts,

and how is the magnitude of gifts related to the degree of collectiveness

of the firm's actual or promised activity?

The donations function for a private provider of collective goods is

analogous to the for-profit firm's demand function. What are the key

a<rguments in a d0nation function? Of particular importance, I hypothesize,

is information in the form of publicity regarding the collective-good

activities of the firm. The speculation that publicity is an important

determinant of donations is discussed somewhat more fully elsewhere (see

Weisbrod and Komesar, forthcoming) and additional study is under way,

but the argument may be summarized briefly here by pointing to the benefits

of publicity to a private provider of collective goods.

First, unless the collective good is in a form that individual donors

can easily (costlessly) detect--which is generally not the case--the

prospective donor will be discouraged from giving to finance an activity

that mayor may not actually be provided in the intended fashion. In

the private-good case this is not a problem, but it can be when collective

goods are involved. If, for example, a firm claims to be a provider of

income transfers in cash or in subsidies (e.g., to the indigent for legal

assistance or in educational scholarship aid), prospective donors,
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whether ordinary consumers or wealthy foundations, may welcome evidence

that donations to the organization are actually used that way. Publicity

can provide that evidence.

Second, publicity for the firm's collective-good activities may

have the effect of shifting its production function outward, permitting

it to increase its output with the same inputs. This would be the case if,

for example, the firm was in the business of providing a stronger voice for

interests that are underrepresented because of group-organizational costs;

the effectiveness of Ralph Nader--and any funds given to him--is doubtless

enhanced by his being widely known. Such publicity-induced productivity

enhancement can be expected to strengthen efforts at fund raising.

Third, publicity identifies the managers of the nonprofit firm as
~

being productive, and this will tend to increase the managers' market-

ability if they should contemplate switching jobs (as the publicity from

publishing does for an academic scholar).

The hypothesized importance of publicity as an argument in the ob-

jective function of a collective nonprofit may also be related to a demand

by consumers for trust, for dealing with a seller in whom they can be
I

more confident of being treated honestly. Such a demand is important

for a subset of commodities for which the consumer is ill-equipped to judge

for himself or herself the quality of what is being purchased. Charity

and research are but two illustrations of activities of this sort that non-

profit organizations engage in. In general, the role of the collective

nonprofit firm as an agent providing trust when information is costly to

obtain is worthy of further attention.
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Thus, a firm having a high index of co11ectiveness is, I believe,

not a private-goods producer that chooses a higher or lower rate of

output than would maximize profit, thereby eliminating profits; rather,

it is a collective-goods producer that sells the collective good at a

price less than average cost (or gives it away), financing the privately

unprofitable sales out of gifts. The gifts may be in the form of an

explicit gift in cash or in-kind, or in the form of a sales or dues pay

ment that is above-market in the sense that the payment exceeds what

the consumer would be willing to pay were it not for the desire to

contribute to the organization's collective-good activities. The

ability of the firm to obtain gifts may be a function of the collective

benefits of the organization's activities, presumably at the margin, and

of the information that the organization can conve~ regarding the collective

benefits. A collective nonprofit, thus, may be thought of as confronting

a market demand that is a function of both ordj_nary demands by consumers

of its outputs, and donation-demands, willingness of donors to pay for

the provision of particular collective goods, the bulk of benefits from

which would accrue to third parties.

One other element in a collective nonprofit's behavioral model

appears to be the preferences of its manager-entrepreneurs to accept

lower-than....market returns in exchange for the utility from engaging

personally in pUblic interest, external-benefit generating activities.

In effect, the manager-entrepreneurs of collective nonprofits may be

giving in-kind gifts.
1l
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Modeling Nonprofits with Low Collectiveness Indices

Nonprofit organizations with 1~7 collectiveness index values,

posited to be providers of essentially pure private goods, vrould appear

to be one of the following tvTo types~ (1) adjuncts or captives of

profit-maximtzing firms, or (7.) prof:i.t maximizers in di.sguise. In the

case of types 1, illustrated by trade associations of for-profit firms,

my presumption is that the nonprofit firm behaves precisely as a profit

maximizer, spending funds obtained (from its members, the demanders of

its output) up to the point where the members' profits are maximized.

These captives may thus appear to be different from the standard

profit-maximizing firms: the captive maximizes not its own profits

but the profits of its "captors." There is another way, however, to

view the behavior of the captive firm. It may be thought of as maxi

mizing its own profits (as well as its captors') or, in this case,

minimizing its own losses. The captive may be seen as undertaking

activities that produce profits for its captors, up to the point at which

the marginal loss to the captive is equated with the rna.rginal profit to

the captors; the resulting loss for the captive is then made up by

contributions (gifts, grants, subsidies, etc.) from the captor, so that

the captive breaks even. Thus, its profit is maximized at zero after

the owners (captors) earn at least a normal profit on their investment

(including subsidy) in the captive. Subsidies from the captors are,

in effect, variables in the firm's donation-demand function.

In the case of type 2, observed profits would be zero only by virtue

of the organization's paying above-market prices to the factor suppliers

who own it--managers or partners, suppliers of capital, suppliers of
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land~ etc. The above-market rewards they ohtain are simply prof:i.ts

paid out as wages, land rents, and so forth.

7. CONCLUSION

Interest in the ndnpro~it sector has grown as its importance has

come to be recognized and, although little firm evid~nce over time

exists, as its importance hGs incr~ased. Special tax treatment of non

profit organizations has raised questions about the efficiency of those

organizations as mechanisms for achieving social goals. Econo~ists have

only recently begun to pay attention to th~ rol~ and behavior of the non

~rgfit g¥gan1~~tip.ns that th~ U.S~ Congress has addressed itself to for

a number of years.

Funqamental to any normative assessment of the nonprofit form of

institution is the development of a positive theory of its behavior;

armed with such a theory it would be possible to predict the responses of

the firms in this sector to a given stimulus (set of incentives) with

given constraints. But a satisfactory positive theory of behavior by

nonprofit firms is not enough.

Equally funda~ental to a normative assessment is a theory of what

society would regard as desirable behavior. This requires a more

general theory of institutional failures than we now have. If the

private nonprofit mechanism has even a potentially useful role to play

in the economic system, it must be because it is superior in a benefit

cost analytic sense to the other institutional mechanisms with which

it competes. These include the private for-profit sector, the government

sector, and the household sector.
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The present paper has set out to sharpen thinking about precisely

what organizations we should have in mind when we think about the non

profit sector from either a positive or a normative perspective. It has

noted that the handful of attempts to model the behavior of nonprofit

firms have each examined a particu1ar~ rather specific type of firm; thus,

we have models of nonprofit hospital behavior and of "nonprofit college

behavior. These output-specific models are in sharp contrast with our

model of the profit-maximizing private market economy, which embraces

the steel industry and the baking industry, tile retailer and the manu

facturer, the farmer and the industrialist, the importer and the exporter.

The development of a comprehensive behavioral theory of the non

profit firm and sector does require the drawing of distinctions among

the wide variety of organizations that have come to be termed nonprofit,

but the useful distinctions do not seem to be based on industry. This

paper has suggested that (1) all nongovernmental organizations can be

thought of as combinations of private and collective-good providers;

(2) the typical private sector firm is a polar case, being a pure private

good producer; and (3) some firms provide goods with a significant

collective-good component, performing a role more traditionally identified

with government.

The paper has proceeded to present and apply an operational measure

of the degree of collectiveness of any firm's activities, ranging from

zero for a pure private-good producer, to 100 for a pure collective

good producer. An underlying axiom is that the direction required for

research is to model the behavior of the private producer of collective

goods. Such firms do exist--in varying degree--and they are, presump

tively, not describable as profit maximizers. By focusing attention on
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the degree of collectiveness, we have set forth a dimension in which

firms providing otherwise heterogeneous outputs are comparable. Indeed,

in these terms our traditional theory of the private market sector is a

special case: whereas the firms in that sectorprod~ce goods and

services of enormous diversity, the firms are hpmogeneous in their

degree of collectiveness--zero.



NOTES

IF . f . h it 1 b hiP 1 d R di h (1973)or ln ormatlon on osp a e av or see au y an e sc ;

Lee (1971); and Newhouse (1970). For information on the university see

Levy (1968); and James (1976a). For information on the nonprofit

sector in general, see James (1976b); Weisbrod (1975); and Niskanen

(1971, especially ch. 9).

2For an elaboration of this theme, see Weisbrod (forthcoming b).

3An alternative to the term collective goods might be corrective

goods. The latter term, while unconventional, would highlight the degree

to which a firm's activities served to correct failures of the profit-

maximizing and governmental sectors. The failures that might potentially

be corrected would incl~de those resulting from collective-consumption

goods but also from other sources, such as monopoly. A profit-maximizing

nondiscriminating monopolist .would be in equilibrium when the firm

captured only part of the marginal social benefit of its output; that

is, the monopolist provides marginal benefits that it does not capture

(in the amount of the difference between price and marginal revenue).

The efficiency case for subsidizing or otherwise bringing the monopoly to

expand output is in essence the same as the efficiency case for subsi-

dizing private providers of collective goods--the difference between

private and social benefits (costs). I use the term collective goods

in this paper because my main interest is in the role of nonprofit organ-

izations as providers of collective-type goods, not in their potential

or actual role in correcting other sources of allocative efficiency

failures.
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4It is interesting to note that a profit-maximizing monopolist

seller of pure private goods would have a C* inqex greater than zero,

by virtue of the deviation between marginal revenue (internal marginal

benefits) and demand price. The difference would represent marginal

external benefits. In short, the C* index may be thought of as a market

failure index.

51 am indebted to Kenneth Wo1pin for a stimulating conversation in

which this point evolved.

6
The benefits may, for example, have been qerivative of the benefits

to the eventual ~ecipient; see Hoc~an and Rogers (1969).

7For a: stnnmary of recent estimates of the magnitude of volunteer

labor, see Weisbrod and 'Long.

8 .
The number of hours worked by volunteers, classified by subsector,

has been estimated by the U.S. Department of Labor (1969) for 1965.

9Their C index values are

Sierra Club 19

Common Cause 31

Public Citizen 86

However, most of Cormllon Cause's national revenue is from its affiliates,

and this revenue is shown as dues (actually, "gross dues and assessments,

from members and affiliates"); to some extent such dues are actually

gifts.

10
It is clear that to some people the activities of these groups

are collective Eads; that is, the activities enter negatively into the

individuals' utility functions.
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11This theme is being developed in another paper by the author, now

in preparation. Data for lawyers in private practice and in collective

nonprofit public interest law show strongly that this is the case, see

Weisbrod and Komesar (forthcoming).
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